Skoda rapid 2016

Essentially a badge engineered Volkswagen Vento, the rapid had not received any major
updates since its launch and was in dire need of a comprehensive refresh. November 3. Prices
start at Rs 8. The Rapid facelift gets a new face featuring cleaner, sharper lines, revised interiors
and a tweaked engine and transmission lineup. Although there are no new models in the
pipeline for , the Rapid facelift is a significant launch. That is an increment of around 40, over
the outgoing model. Powering the Rapid will be the 1. The 1. However, the updated 1. It now
makes more power and is better in terms of emissions. However, that has not been the case.
Engine and transmission options remain unchanged. Automatic â€” This design language
serves as the base for the new Skoda Superb and the Octavia. The car to borrows heavily from
the Euro-spec Fabia and Rapid. New Skoda Rapid facelift for India gets the same nose as the
Fabia hatchback. Changes to the front include a new grille, sharper headlamps, revised bumper
and a new bonnet. Updates to the bumper also include a new fog lamp design and the addition
of LED daytime running lights. The sides and the rear end remain same, save for a few tweaks
to the bumper, tail lamps and alloy wheel design. As can been seen in the picture above, the
Rapid facelift features blacked out headlamps lending the nose a very aggressive look. On the
inside, Skoda has given the new Rapid an updated colour scheme, new steering, new
instrument console and new upholstery. These changes consequently freshen up the cabin. But
apart from that, the Rapid does not get too many changes. The facelift continues with the same
set of engines as the current car. However, the new Rapid receives the 1. This engine now
produces bhp and Nm. Some reports suggested Skoda might ditch the 1. The diesel automatic
variants of the new Skoda Rapid return Petrol variants have a claimed fuel efficiency of You can
also follow us for all the latest updates, news and reviews from the automotive world. Sign in.
Log into your account. Password recovery. Google News. November 3, By Rohit Khurana.
Follow us on. The refreshed Rapid gets sharper looks, an updated engine and a bit more
equipment making it an even more appealing package than before. A new chrome-outlined grille
and angular headlamps bring it more in line with its bigger brothers, the Octavia and the
Superb. Below the grille sits a redesigned bumper, with a large, honey-combed lower air intake,
prominent air dam and fog lamps. In profile, the Rapid has not changed at all, and the only
revision round the back is the lightly redesigned bumper and tailgate-mounted chrome strip. On
the whole, the clean lines and sharp edges make the Rapid look fresh, purposeful and
contemporary. Other changes include a new hp diesel engine and some equipment upgrades.
As earlier, the Rapid will be available in three trims â€” Active, Ambition and Style, with petrol
as well as diesel, and manual as well as automatic options. The dash design is restrained, but
everything is where you expect it to be. Taking centre stage is a new large and reasonably crisp
6. Other new equipment include rain-sensing wipers and electronically-folding exterior mirrors,
which help bridge the gap between the Rapid and better-equipped rivals. Other notable
equipment include a tilt-and-telescopic steering adjust, automatically-dimming rear-view mirror,
cruise control, cooled glovebox, climate control, rear AC vent, one-touch power windows and
remote-controlled opening and closing of windows. The Rapid is reasonably comfortable to sit
in. The front seats are generally comfortable, with side-bolstering to hold you in place, and a
large-enough seat cushion to support your thighs. Their lumbar section, however, feels a bit
hollow and might irk you on longer drives. Frontal visibility for rear passengers is also not the
best on account of the large front seats. However, the provision of a front, as well as rear
armrest, is appreciated. However, the loading lip is wide and low, offering easy access. As
before, material quality and finish are great and a general sense of robustness is pervasive. The
principal mechanical change in the facelifted Rapid is the new diesel engine. This engine, which
made its debut in the VW Ameo, features a larger, locally-sourced turbocharger that allows the
power to be bumped up from hp to hp. Its torque rating, at Nm, remains unchanged. The diesel
engine is available with a 5-speed manual as well as a 7-speed automatic DSG gearbox, the
former of which we are reviewing here. At idle, the TDI engine greets you with its usual clatter. It
is audible at all times, which is a bit of a downer. What is good though is the performance.
Loads of torque is available in the revs before the turbo kicks in, allowing you to comfortably
potter around town. Find an open stretch and step on the gas, however, and you move into a
meaty mid-range. The turbo kicks in earnest at rpm and from there till rpm, the remarkably
free-revving engine delivers a constant stream of power. You can rev till past rpm but doing so
makes the engine sound strained. The five-speed manual gearbox offers short, nice throws,
though the clutch is on the heavier side. The low-speed ride is sufficiently absorbent, and only
the largest of potholes thumps through to the cabin. As you speed up, you notice that the very
softness of the suspension that makes it absorbent also makes the car bob slightly on
undulating roads, but never to a point that it feels uncomfortable. Stability, on the whole, is
quite good, making the Rapid an acceptable highway cruiser. The Rapid scores well in terms of
handling too. While the steering does not offer too much feedback, it is light and accurate,

rendering the car amply suitable for city driving. At Rs When viewed as a whole, there is a
strong case to be made for the facelifted Rapid â€” it looks fresher and drives very well. While
those looking for a family car might find more value in rivals like the Honda City or the Maruti
Ciaz, those who are likely to spend most of their time behind the wheel will enjoy the punchy,
relatively-more-involving drive of the Rapid. Siddhant Ghalla Author. Castrol AD. Make : Skoda
Model : Rapid. What is it? Skoda Rapid Rs 8. Tech Specs. Sign up for our newsletter Get all the
latest updates from the automobile universe. It is available in 15 variants, 1 engine option and 2
transmission options : Manual and Automatic. Other key specifications of the include a Ground
Clearance of mm, Kerb Weight of kg and Bootspace of litres. The is available in 6 colours. The
mileage of ranges from Rapid []. Used Rapid. Show price in my city. Skoda has discontinued the
Rapid [] and the car is out of production. Skoda Rapid [] Versions: Rapid [] is available in 15
variants. Out of these 15 variants, 8 are Manual and 7 are Automatic. However, some of these
colours are available in specific versions. Read More. View More Versions. Ex-Showroom price.
Q: What is the price of Skoda Rapid []? Skoda has stopped the production of Skoda Rapid []. Q:
Which is Rapid [] Top Model? The top model of Skoda Rapid [] is 1. Q: Which car is better
between Rapid [] and Ciaz? Compare the two models to identify the best car for you. Q: Is there
a new coming up Rapid []? View All Images Here are five things we can expect from the
refreshed sedan when it goes on sale in the Indian market. Dubbed Project Delight, It will come
into effect from September 1 and contains a comprehensive plan that includes sales, service as
well as dealerships. This mid-life update will include an uprated diesel engine as well as a host
of cosmetic changes both on the inside and outside. The sedan will come with an interesting set
of cosmetic and feature upgrades this time around. Here are five things you need to know about
the new Skoda Rapid. Real life experiences of skoda rapid. Buying experience: Buying this car
was satisfactory. Riding experience: Very smooth in driveing. And very comfortable. Details
about looks, performance etc: It has very good sporty look both from outside and inside.
Servicing and maintenance: It Riding experience is precise and crisp , handling in corners ,
speed, braking etc as expected 3. My Rapid - Feels like a symphony. Buying experiencing is
Decent no much of overlapped chaos or noise while purchasing the car. Talking about the
Riding experience it stands best in its segment when it comes to conform and safety. Pros:
Elegant, Comfortable, drives like a piano When riding experience is great as the car is well
grounded and with great feedback from steering the confident in all sort of driving modes. Great
control on highway on high I love Skoda Rapid. Hello Everyone, My name is Sai and I just
bought the 1. I must say it is very pleasant to drive and to sum up in 2 words "A surprise
package". I have driven kms in 21 days and it is a power machine. Write Review. View All Rapid
[] User Reviews. Home Skoda Cars Rapid []. Show price in my city Get Offers. Add to compare.
Petrol cc. Diesel cc. Skoda Auto India has refurbished its premium sedan model Rapid and
introduced it in four trim levels. Among those, Skoda Rapid 1. It has the same external
appearance like its outgoing model, but there are a few changes made to its interiors. It has
several styling features like halogen projector headlamps, a set of Bold alloy wheels and its
signature radiator grille. Its interiors gets a slightly refined dual tone color scheme, which is
further emphasized by chrome inserts. Furthermore, it gets a new three spoke multifunction
steering wheel, which can be seen in the recently launched Yeti and Superb model series as
well. Under the hood, it is equipped with a new 1. The car maker has also incorporated an
advanced cruise control system, which helps to provide a fatigue free driving experience. This
sedan also has advanced safety features like an anti lock braking system with dual rate brake
assist function dual front airbags, height adjustable head restraints, and three point seat belts,
which provides enhanced protection to the passengers. Exteriors: This refreshed version has
an attractive external appearance owing to its signature styling features. Its front facade has a
large headlight cluster powered by halogen based projector headlamps. It surrounds a stylish
radiator grille that has vertically positioned bars and a chrome strip. The front body colored
bumper is integrated with an air dam along with a pair of bright fog lamps. The bonnet has four
expressive lines, which compliments the prominent company's insignia embedded on radiator
grille. Its side profile has body colored wing mirrors and door handles along with black B pillars.
Its wheel arches are now fitted with a set of stylish 15 inch 'Bold' alloy wheels. Its rear end has a
radiant tail lamp cluster with C-contoured design and is powered by high intensity brake lights
and turn indicators. Its windscreen is quite large and is integrated with a defogger along with a
third brake light. Its tailgate has an expressive design, thanks to its triangular design.
Furthermore, it is decorated with company's badge along with variant lettering. This sedan has
an overall length of mm along with a total width of mm and a decent height of mm. Its ground
clearance is quite low as it measures at mm, but the wheelbase is quite large with mm. Interiors:
This Skoda Rapid 1. Its interiors are made up with premium quality plastic, which is the reason
for its plush appeal. Furthermore, there are a lot of chrome inserts given on dashboard, central

console and steering wheel, which accentuates the interiors. This refurbished trim is now
bestowed with a new 3-spoke steering wheel that has leather cover and multi-functional
switches. Its cabin is furnished with well cushioned seats featuring adjustable head restraint
and are covered with Ivory fabric upholstery. Its driver seat has height adjustment facility, which
further adds to the convenience. In addition to this, its co-passenger seat can be adjusted from
rear, which contributes towards increasing the rear leg room. Apart from all these, there are
several utility features equipped inside like storage pockets behind the front seats, a center arm
rest with storage compartment, cup holders, dual front sun visors, accessory power sockets
and a large glove box. Engine and Performance: Powering this trim is the new 1. This DOHC
based engine comprises of 4-cylinders and valves, which receives fuel through high pressure
high pressure direct injection fuel supply system. It also has intercooling system and a
turbocharger, which allows this motor to belt out a commanding power of This power plant is
mated with a 5-speed fully synchronized manual transmission gearbox that sends the torque
output to the front wheels. The car maker claims that the vehicle can return a mileage of The car
maker has blessed this top end variant with a sophisticated hydraulic dual diagonal circuit
vacuum assisted braking system system. It has front disc brakes featuring inner cooling system
and single piston floating caliper, while the rear ones have conventional drum brakes. The car
maker has also incorporated an advanced anti lock braking system with dual rate brake assist
function along with electronic stability program. On the other hand, its front axle is fitted with
McPherson Strut, which is loaded with lower triangular links and torsion stabilizers. Whereas
the rear axle is coupled with a robust compound link crank axle that enhances its ability to deal
with jerks caused on roads. This sedan is also integrated with a direct rack and pinion based
electromechanic power assisted steering system featuring speed dependent control, which
provides excellent response on roads. Comfort Features: This Skoda Rapid 1. Its cabin is fitted
with a Climatronic automatic AC unit with dust and pollen filter along with rear air con vents,
which keeps the entire ambiance pleasant. It has list of features including adjustable steering
wheel, power windows with comfort opening and closing , height adjustment for driver seat,
front and rear center arm rests, Ivory fabric upholstery, electrically adjustable ORVMs, leather
wrapped steering wheel and an advanced cruise control system. It also has a multi-functional
display that shows traveling time, average speed, fuel consumption, outside temperature, clock
and service interval reminder. Safety Features: The manufacturer is offering this sedan with
sophisticated safety features, which provides enhanced protection to its occupants. It has a list
of features including security code for music system, engine immobilizer with floating code,
automatic locking of door on overrun speed, central locking and unlocking of doors, front fog
light, anti-glare internal rear view mirror, ABS with dual rate brake assist system, dual front air
bags and child proof locks. Pros: 1. Inclusion of Cruise control is an added advantage.
Performance of the new TDI engine is quite good. Cons: 1. Cost of spares and maintenance is
quite expensive. Lack of leather seats and navigation is a disadvantage. Skoda Rapid 1. Rapid 1.
BHP : Transmission : Manual. Mileage : Read More. Key Specifications of Skoda Rapid 1. Key
Features of Skoda Rapid 1. Not Sure, Which car to buy? Show Me Best Car. Diesel Petrol. Rapid
Zeal 1. Rapid Variants. Skoda Rapid Leisure 1. Trending Skoda Cars Popular Upcoming. Skoda
New Rapid Rs. Skoda New Superb Rs. Skoda Octavia Rs. Skoda Karoq Rs. Skoda Cars. Skoda
Kushaq Rs. Skoda kodiaq Rs. Skoda Rapid Rs. Upcoming Skoda Cars. They ensure your engine
will achieve maximum output with low fuel consumption. Engine oil is an essential component
of your engine. It allows for smooth and long-term operation. It reduces friction and thereby
also lowers engine temperature, noise, and most of all wear. High-quality and regularly changed
engine oil is critical to the trouble-free use of your car through many years. Take a look at the
differences between high-quality, regularly changed oil and low-quality, overused oil. Oil needs
to be changed regularly after a certain number of kilometres are driven or time has passed. On a
data sticker placed under the mat of the cargo compartment or in the instructions manual for
your vehicle. The vehicle will notify you of an upcoming inspection. The app will notify you of a
coming service interval for changing oil if connected to the vehicle or advice how to top up the
oil. One of the most important oil parameters is the SAE classification designating oil viscosity.
There you can find specification of VW Standards directly for your engine. Approved for use in
vehicles with diesel particulate filters. Required for LongLife Service on specific fuel efficient
petrol and diesel engines. VW standard: Suitable for LongLife Service on petrol and diesel
engines. Approved for LongLife Service on petrol and diesel engines without diesel particulate
filters. High thermal stability, optimized wear protection. Low-viscosity engine oil for petrol and
diesel engines without LongLife Service. High level of wear protection, maximum efficiency and
good cold-start properties. All-year engine oil for vehicles with conventional engine technology
and without LongLife Service. Genuine engine oil with the exclusive design. Developed
specifically for petrol and diesel engines with extended service intervals. Protects and

preserves high efficiency of engine systems. During your service visit, trained personnel will
change not only your oil but also the oil filter and seals. Test Drive. Car Configurator. Active
anchor. Countries Test Drive Car Configurator. Mobile Apps. Simply Clever. Owner's Manuals.
Scooter Recall Information. Recall Actions. Watch videos. First-rate reliability in cold starting.
Excellent engine lubrication even in extreme climatic conditions. Long life and oil-change
intervals. Fulfilling the demanding criteria of VW standards. Genuine oil, regularly changed
ensures: Lubrication for all important engine components, with reduced friction and wear
Corrosion protection Engine cooling Sealing and proper clearance between materials due to
correct viscosity Protection from deposition of combustion by-product solids. Inappropriate,
low-quality, or old oil may cause: Engine seize-up and very serious engine damage Engine
corrosion due to acidic combustion products or incorrect additives composition Engine
overheating and shortened component life Engine seize-up due to lower or higher viscosity
than prescribed Faster component wear and damage. Where to find the oil-service interval for
your vehicle? Where can you find out which engine oil is appropriate for your car? Ask your
authorised service partner. He or she knows your engine best. Learn More. I purchased my
current car - new Skoda Rapid in May I had previously purchased Toyota cars. I am very
impressed with this vehicle, returns between 55 - 60 mpg, stability and handling are excellent.
This car is not the fastest by a long way but the space, comfort and reliability are important
features for me. It is prone to noise from the road surface. The Rapid is an excellent addition to
our Skoda Fabia which by its high production quality yes I know it is part of the VAG group
However the Skoda brand has it own "feel " The build quality is VAG high, and we are
particularly pleased with size of the boot The seats are particularly impressive giving excellent
lumber support I like the dashboard layout which is un fussyand not looking like an escapee
from star wars The Turbo diesel is impressive has an almost "grand turismo " feel to it Paint
finish is V high standard and the large glass sun roof is a nice feature. I would like to say the
dealer was a great pains to make sure we were shown all that we required Unsolicited comment.
I can say that Savilles Kidderminster are in my personal view one of the most professional and
un pushy organisations I have encountered and took us through all the paperwork with no
problems I look forward to the experience of driving my new aquisition G H Buckley. I have the
car for 5 months now. It is very easy driving, with controls well laid. Despite the small engine
capacity, it has good acceleration. It is fuel efficient, delvering 40 mpg overall, and 55mpg on a
longer journey. Very good value for money and amazing amount of space. I had very specific
requirements. Possible 60 mpg. Hatch back or estate. No longer than 4. The Rapid was not my
first choice but the deal from my Skoda agent was too good to resist. The car runs well but
although this model has all the bits it is still a basic car. I consider the Fabia too ugly to buy as
is the Roomster. The Rapid looks OK and serves my needs. Downside is the ride. This model
has the 17" wheels which make the ride too hard. You notice all the bumps. Internally
comfortable enough but lots of hard plastics around. This car reminds me a bit of the original
Octavia. Too early to comment on reliability but my previous Skoda was excellent. After all this
is a VW in different clothes! Recently viewed. Add your postcode for better results. Search for a
car or a van Examples: ford fiesta or mercedes c class diesel automatic. Reviews Skoda Rapid.
Browse Skoda Rapid stock Help others by writing a review. Running Costs. Space Practicality.
Read more I can say that Savilles Kidderminster are in my personal view one of the most
professional and un pushy organisations I have encountered and took us through all the
paperwork with no problems I look forward to the experience of driving my new aquisition G H
Buckley Read more Skoda Rapid 1. Read reviews of similar vehicles Ford Focus. SEAT Leon.
Volkswagen Golf. What should I look for? Connect with us. The new powerful yet efficient
engine will deliver exactly what you need. The power to power ahead. A good relationship is one
where you get enough space to yourself. Locate a Dealer. Partner with Us. Active anchor.
Locate a Dealer Partner with Us. Our Range. Discover our Range. Check Prices. Test Drive.
Download Brochure. Dealer Reviews. Contactless Virtual Demo. Corporate Business. SuperCare
Program. Service Cost Calculator. Customer Care. Owner's Manuals. Covid Advisory. Book A
Service Appointment. Mobile Compatibility. Logo History. Simply Clever. Social Responsibility.
Contact Us. Auto Expo Virtual Conference Rapid 1. Test Drive Download Brochure. Features
Experience It. Believe It. It incorporates brand's trademark crystalline design language and is
recognised by the mesmerising symphony its angles create between light and shade.
Avant-garde elements incorporated seamlessly. C-shaped smoked taillights ensure a strong
appearance and the chrome moulding on the deck grabs all the attention. Key Equipment Interior Automatic 6-speed Transmission. Petrol Fuel type. Manual 6-speed Transmission.
Evaluarea pretului se face luand in calcul parametri anuntului si preturile anunturilor similare
adaugate in ultimele luni. Evaluarea pretului publi Skoda Rapid ITP valabil pana in Ofer solutii
de finantare persoane fizice sau juridice. Acceptam orice test sau verificare. Emit factura - pretul

afisat include TVA. Skoda Rapid 1. Proprietar vand Skoda Rapid an km reali servisata Dotari Vei
fi notificat de cate ori:. Nu multumesc. Toate 56 Persoane 41 Companii Cautarea a fost salvata!
Vrei notificari in timp real pentru cautarile salvate? Acceseaza abonamentul VIP. Lista Grid.
Anuntul e salvat ca favorit! Vrei notificari in timp real pentru anunturile favorite? Anuntul a fost
sters de la favorite! Anunturi Autoturisme Skoda Rapid. Categorii Anunturi Auto moto
Autoturisme Marca Skoda. Model Rapid. Anul fabricatiei de la Kilometraj de la 5 km 10 km 20 km
35 km 50 km 75 km km km km km km. Capacitate cm 3 de la 50 cm3 80 cm3 cm3 cm3 cm3 cm3
cm3 1 cm3 1 cm3 1 cm3 2 cm3 2 cm3 3 cm3 4 cm3 5 cm3 6 cm3. Puterea CP de la 50 80
Evaluarea de pret publi Cum functioneaza? Sub medie. Pret OK. Peste medie. Categoriile de
evaluare Evaluare Descriere Sub medie. Skoda Rapid. Bucuresti Sector 5 Telefon validat
Repostat automat. Sector 3 Bucuresti Telefon validat. Skoda Rapid rar efectuat. Skoda rapid rar
efectuat. Skoda rapid Sibiu Sibiu. Cluj-Napoca Cluj Telefon validat. Timisoara Timis Telefon
validat. Skoda rapid km impecabila diesel 3 luni ronani Petrosani Hunedoara. Proprietar vand
Skoda Rapid. Proprietar vand Skoda Rapid an km real Vand Skoda Rapid, an fabricatie , motor
1. Sector 1 Bucuresti Telefon validat. De vanzare. Numai pentru cei interesati Dealer auto,
posibilitate finantare leasing sau credit, inmatricular Pantelimon Ilfov. Skoda Rapid 1, 2. Skoda
Rapid 1,2 90 cp. Skoda Rapid ,1 ,2. Sector 3 Bucuresti. Skoda rapid , 1. Unic propietar, cumparat
Constanta Constanta. Vand Skoda Rapid 1. Skoda Rapid Active sub 80, km 1. Skoda Rapi Sector
1 Bucuresti. Masina de famili Sector 2 Bucuresti. Masina de familie, rulata foarte putin
Autoturism Inmatriculat in Romania Motorizare: 1. Adauga anunt. Partenerii nostrii: Bestauto.
Descarca aplicatia. Acest site utilizeaza cookie-uri Permitere toate Afisare. The Skoda Rapid is
one of the lesser-known breeds of Skoda. Maybe not. So what is a Rapid? You can read about
the Spaceback in our separate review. The Rapid plugs a small gap in the market for those that
want something bigger than the Ford Fiesta -sized Fabia, but not a car as big as the Ford Focus
-rivalling Octavia. This model has been on sale since , but in the Rapid was given a bit of a
spruce up, with new head and tail-lights along with mildly restyled front and rear bumpers.
Inside a new optional infotainment system added online connectivity features, such as live
traffic reports. More significantly was the introduction of a new 1. Read on over the next few
pages to find out. What Car? These cookies are necessary for the website to function and
cannot be switched off in our systems. They are usually only set in response to actions made
by you which amount to a request for services, such as setting your privacy preferences,
logging in or filling in forms. You can set your browser to block or alert you about these
cookies, but some parts of the site will not then work. Our advertising vendors use the IAB's
Transparency and Consent Framework to check and honour your permission to use your
personal data for the following list of purposes. You can accept these purposes by clicking "I
Accept" below and you can change your mind at any time by clicking on "Cookie Settings".
These choices will be shared with our partners using an industry framework. For more
information, please visit our Privacy and Cookie Notice. Select basic ads. Create a personalised
ads profile. Select personalised ads. Create a personalised content profile. Select personalised
content. Measure ad performance. Measure content performance. Apply market research to
generate audience insights. Develop and improve products. IAB Advertising Vendors. Share
review Also great. Open Gallery 5 Images. Up next:. Explore more of the Skoda Rapid. Also
consider. Well equipped and spacious. Rivals are better to drive and cla A fantastic all-rounder
and a better buy than the la Decent value, with attractive company car tax bills, but the F All
Family car reviews. Show more. Follow What Car? Information for dealers Sitemap Contact
What Car? Subscribe to our newsletter Subscribe to What Car? You can provide your consent
for the different purposes and advertising vendors using the IAB's Transparency and Consent
Framework. Click on the different categories to find out more. You can change your mind at any
time by clicking on "Cookie Settings" located on every page. Privacy and Cookie Notice. Select
basic ads Switch Label. Create a personalised ads profile Switch Label. Select personalised ads
Switch Label. Create a personalised content profile Switch Label. Select personalised content
Switch Label. Measure ad performance Switch Label. Measure content performance Switch
Label. Apply market research to generate audience insights Switch Label. Develop and improve
products Switch Label. Ensure security, prevent fraud, and debug Always Active. Technically
deliver ads or content Always Active. Match and combine offline data sources Always Active.
Link different devices Always Active. Receive and use automatically-sent device characteristics
for identification Always Active. Filter Icon. Clear checkbox label label. Apply Cancel. Consent
Leg. Reject All Confirm My Choices. I Accept. First Launched in , the Skoda Rapid compact
sedan didn't really make waves as far as sales go. But what it did do was make a sedan from the
brand accessible, so you'd think of it as the Octavia's younger sibling, maybe. But we at
carandbike have a very strong connection with the car because the compact sedan made its
global debut on our show back in and it was quite a celebration we had on air. Nine years later,

nothing much has changed except maybe the facelift it received in But besides that, the Rapid
has not had any changes in terms of looks. Also Read: Skoda Rapid 1. Wearing the flash red
shade, the Soda Rapid looks sharp but hasn't changed too much in terms of design since the
facelift arrived in We first got to see the updated model at the Auto Expo and back then we told
you that there weren't many changes in terms of looks. However, we got to check out the Monte
Carlo variant of the Rapid which sits right on top of the 5 variants that are offered on the car.
The Monte Carlo variant draped in the Flash Red colour, looks distinctively different and
definitely stands in terms of looks. Everything from the signature butterfly grille coloured in
black, gloss black mirrors, quartz-cut projector headlights, and LED daytime running lights are
a magnet for attention. The use of the black design elements can be seen on sides and rear
sections as well. The Monte Carlo edition also gets a set of new dual-tone inch alloy wheels with
glossy black bolt covers. The company also offers inch wheels on the Rider and the Ambition
variant, while the rest get 16 inchers. The black roof foil and the black tailgate spoiler add to the
overall look but yes, the black makes it look meaner. So, in a way, the design has aged well and
it still looks handsome out on the road. Given the fact that there's a new, more powerful engine
under the hood, this look just adds to the overall appeal. Having said that, the engine is the
biggest update of them all. The 1. We say that because now the Rapid will only be available with
a petrol engine. A more powerful one at that. It's the most powerful the Rapid has gotten in the
petrol avatar and that too with a displacement of just cc. There's bhp on offer and though that
figure might be lower when compared to a couple of its rivals when behind the wheel, there's
not a single occasion when you feel that it's underpowered. The 1-litre TSI offers 5 bhp more
than the 1. There's 20 Nm more torque as well than before. With Nm of pulling power, you
expect the Rapid, to give chase to the more powerful cars out there and it does that with ease.
The engine is refined and gets even more so, once you gain speed. It's the same engine as the
one we've seen on the new Polo and even the Vento, in fact and we are going to see more of
this engine on cars from the Skoda and Volkswagen stable. The gear ratios are well spaced out
and makes for a strong mid-range from the 5-speed manual transmission. The 7-speed DSG
though will be missed. There's a certain punch to the engine and you enjoy every bit of it.
However, it's the initial acceleration where there's a lag. Anything below rpm, and you just feel it
won't take off. But once the needle crosses the rpm mark, it all just comes together. It's a
different animal altogether when that turbo kicks in and an absolute hoot to drive. Mind you
there is a bit of engine noise that seeps in at higher rpms, but the fact that it can easily redline
and even make it to the rpm mark without any signs of running out of breath, blows your mind
away. The six-speed manual transmission is standard and the gear shifts are smooth and a
delight in traffic or even highway conditions. The gear ratios are well spaced out too and that's
why there's a strong mid-range that the Rapid has, so the turbo stays engaged longer and that's
why you really won't feel the need for more power in this one. In fact, it's economical too as it
provides more than 18 kmpl. It's enough to knock your socks off, have a smile on your face and
never trade that driver's seat with anyone. The Rapid is an absolute delight behind the steering
wheel and it's the point and shoot attitude that makes us love the sedan. The fact that you'd not
want to get out from the driver's seat paints a picture about how well it does in the ride and
handling department. The flat-bottomed steering wheel which is not standard , makes it easier
to grip and not to forget, give it that sporty appeal. But it's a point and shoot attitude that we
love about the car. It's an absolute delight. It goes where you want to go and is quick to
respond. It does feel heavier at low speeds, but weighs up pretty well as you cross the three
digit mark. The clutch is nice and light and the gearbox itself is a delight because the throws are
short. So when, you take it to the hills, well, it's an absolute hoot. This is probably where you
understand and identify it as a car that's meant for enthusiasts and it's here that you
understand its lineage. Taking on rough roads is no problem for the Rapid too, it takes
everything in its stride. But given that the suspension is tuned on the harder side, there is a bit
of kick back in the cabin and you do feel those big potholes on the road. The cabin layout in the
Skoda Rapid is familiar. A bit to familiar in fact, considering it hasn't changed much since the
car debuted in While the ride and handling department may have gained significant brownie
points for the Rapid, the cabin as also the feature offerings are nowhere close to what its rivals
have to offer. There is absolutely no change in the cabin as compared to the model. The seats
are well-bolstered but cars like the City, Verna and even the Ciaz have it better. The changes, of
course, are minimal and the one you notice immediately after you get into the car is the 8-inch
touchscreen infotainment system. Now, this is a system that comes with Android connectivity
and is made specifically for the Indian market. You will not find this system on any other Rapid
globally. It is intuitive and extremely simple to use. To connect your phone with the system,
however, you need to use a third-party app, which means that you'll have to download an app
on your phone. And that, in my opinion, is a step back. Given that most of its rivals are already

in the connected car zone, the Rapid just about manages to tiptoe in this segment but doesn't
really go toe-to-toe with them. While the cabin is loaded with essentials on the Skoda Rapid, it
does miss out on a host of tech that's now common in the segment. However, it is
commendable and noteworthy what the base variant of the Rapid Rider packs in. It gets a 2 Din
system, with a CD player, there's climate control, front and rear electrically operated windows,
electrically operated ORVMs and a lot more. On the safety front to dual front airbags and ABS
are standard. The Rapid then is pretty well equipped compared to its rivals especially for the
base variant. But then again, as you move to the top, you really wish there was more on offer.
While you do get features like auto headlamps, rain-sensing wipers, tilt-telescopic steering, rear
ac vents, auto-dimming inside mirror, rear-view camera, the Rapid misses out on quite a few of
them. It's not as if there aren't any but there's just one and that one is in the glove box. You do
get 12V charging points, up front and the rear, though. However, that does little to make up for
the lack of legroom and knee room in the rear seat. The rear seat space isn't the best and the
rival sedans in the segment certainly offer better legroom and knee room. In fact, it is the most
affordable compact sedan out there. So, the Rapid certainly has a lot going for it in terms of
price. The Skoda Rapid 1. Skoda has made a strong statement with
08 mirror conversion wiring
hopkins rv plug wiring diagram
ford speaker wire colors
the new Rapid. It's done away with the diesel engine and that's a bold step. But the renewed
focus on introducing more petrol models to the line-up and giving the 4 years Skoda
maintenance, assist and warranty package, just gives you a perspective of how the company
wants to make the new Rapid a value for money proposition. Yes, it has bargained on features
and there's no automatic available yet, but that equation will change in the next couple of
months. The Rapid with the 1-litre TSI offers more bang for your buck and is probably the most
fun to drive compact sedan out there. For the latest auto news and reviews , follow carandbike.
Home Reviews Skoda Rapid 1. Skoda Rapid 1. View Photos The Rapid has dropped its diesel
engine and naturally aspirated petrol in favour a new turbo mill. Skoda Rapid. Ex-Showroom
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